It appears important to remark Pilnyak's inclination to the problems of history, his desire not only to imprint, but also to comprehend the events in a wide historical context, his participation in the disputes that had been going on in Russia for two hundred years after the reforms of Peter the Great (B. Andronikashvili-Pilnyak, Auer, Griakalova, Voronov, Skorospelova, Trubina, Shaytanov) . At the turn of the century, the writer had repeatedly got back to the basics, the roots of the people's life as their only support in the challenges brought by history. With such interpretation of the artistic searches of Pilnyak, the writer seems to be a natural member of one of the leading tendencies of Russian literature we refer to as "historical consciousness" (Trubina, 1999) .
Historical consciousness as a category of literary criticism
It is not only literature; the whole Russian thought is "historiosophical all over" (Zen'kovskiy, 1991: 16) , focused on the questions of the meaning of history, its end and beginning, the laws of Having chosen the period of the Revolution as the conceptual focus of their books, the artists worked to comprehend the situation through the historical prism, research the root causes of the conflicts unwinding in front of their eyes, understand their motives and driving force, draw some insightful historical parallels. Pilnyak, wholeness appears only in the search for organic and biologically simple things, but physiology is not an appropriate key to the social problems set by the Russian Revolution", concludes G. Belaia (Belaia, 1989: 143, 148-149) .
Sticking to the tendency common for literary criticism, M. Golubkov remarked that "The Naked Year" novel provides no point of view on the happening that could combine the incompatible: the "leather jackets", or Bolsheviks, and the outrage of Russian self-will; Kitay-gorod and a merchant's banya; a heated freight car and a provincial merchant's house. "Only the presence of such compositional point of view that could express the ideological focus of the text, a sort of coordinate axis, able to unite and explain the phenomena arranged by Pilnyak within the epic space of his books, could bring the composition into a better organized shape, to put the separate fragments of story into an order" (Golubkov, 1995: 4-5) .
In our opinion, the point of view on the events that make Pilnyak's books look as a single whole, does exist, but it is not the point. The writer really does not consider the social aspect of the Revolution, not to mention the aspect of any ideology. In his "Extracts from diary" written in 1923, he made the following provocative statement: "<…> I do not admit that I should be a communist and write in the communist manner <…> But I do admit that the fate of Russian
Communist Party for me matters far less than the fate of Russia" (Pilnyak, 1994: I, 481-482) .
"<…> My thoughts are out-of-history, and they are wrong; it is the key that unlocks romanticism in history <…>, is the way B. Pilnyak assesses his historiosophical search himself. He also explains: "I measured it with a different scale" (Pilnyak, 1993: 140, 142 ).
The scale he speaks of is not ideological; it is historiosophical. In the famous trinity of "The Naked Year" ("Russia. Revolution. Blizzard") the Concealing nothing, from the "new birth epopee" to cannibalism, "demonism, blizzards, storms", the author arrives at the conclusion: "I know: Russia will start off renovated…" This conviction is based on the "hypothesis of the eternity" formulated in the novel. Its meaning is to recognize the free will of people to build their own lives to be the driving force of history. The author reveals his own hypothesis both logically and metaphorically: "I know: all living, just like the earth in springs, shall die to be reborn over and over again" (Pilnyak, 1992: 141) . Just like in "The Naked Year", the main means of historical thinking for the author is a metaphor.
The Earth, the most relevant metaphor of "The Miliukov, 1930 Miliukov, -1937 . One may think that the only conclusion made of all this in Europe and immigration is that the nation and the state had died. But it is followed by the episodes that prove: Russia still has the power to live and create, "despite of everything, notwithstanding anything". That is what it "cries out to the world" (Pilnyak, 1993: 138) .
Conclusion
Therefore, the writer remained faithful to the idea of Russia and the Revolution as one of its links for the whole of his lifepath. Returning to the problems, conflicts and images of his first novel, he will clarify some separate aspects of the concept.
The Revolution in Pilnyak's books is not a certain social phenomenon. The writer did not focus on the impartial depiction, say nothing of the description of the "driving force" of the Revolution, its "conscious" origin opposing nature (of the absence of which he had always been reproached).
Here the personal perception, experience, and comprehension come to the fore. According to Pilnyak, the Revolution is "the time when only two things matter: life and death", "the days when you need to live: now or never" (Pilnyak, 1994: I, 77) . In his vision, the revolution is a universal short story (Pilnyak, 1991: 164) . This seemingly random phrase explains the meaning of Pilnyak's favourite metaphor: according to Dal, "bliozzard"
and "riot" are related ("miatel" and "metel" in Russian) . for having been used to being cautious and discreet; for being driven out through literature, for being born in it" (Shaytanov, 1991: 20) .
We cannot but remark that after the boom of Pilnyak research at the turn of millennia there (Pilnyak, 2010) . It helped to extend the historical and philosophic context, bringing the previously unknown materials to the annals of science.
Today we witness the need for the return to the books of B. Pilnyak in order to "trace <…> Russian historical fates" (Pilnyak, 1994: I, 481-482) and to ensure that "the main chapter" of history happened in Russia (from the letter to D. Lutokhin, 1923) . It coincides with the modern stage of finding the national identity, values and
